So I guess I should tell a story. It's the story of a mighty hunter, a man, now dead, who used to be called Fiddler. He went hunting once and he went all day and finally when it got dark he gave up and took a rest. Then while he was sitting to his surprise a partridge was standing in front of a tree. Then at the sound of the gun, some deer took off. He went to investigate where the deer had been and he saw a trail of blood and he followed where he'd been for a short ways and didn't find anything. Then he saw the bullet had gone through his neck and it broke his neck. As he was walking along the bank, he noticed the sound of water. He saw that a sturgeon had struggled and jumped out so he took the fish out. The bullet had just gone through his head. He must have just jumped up when the bullet was flying by. He set the fish on the ground and he was thinking. Then he thought I must have been standing here when I shot. He saw on the other side of the river a yellow birch was standing. He saw where the bullet had gone through. He crossed over to investigate and he touched it and to his surprise some bee honey was coming out. So he went home to get an ax and when he returned, he cut down the tree. He took ten pails of honey out. With just one shot he earned himself a partridge, a deer, a sturgeon, and a great amount of honey.